TONIGHT—8:30 P.M.

PAUL CLAYTON
with ROBIN CHRISTENSON

THE FOLK SONG GROUP, Y.M.C.A.
316 Huntington Ave., Boston
Adm. 90c

EUROPE
Dublin to the Ionian Islands; Athens to
Switzerland. Tours accompanied—cut-headed
round. College groups. Also shorter trips.

EUROPE SUMMER TOURS

FRIDAY, JANUARY 9, 1959:

LA DUCHESSE ANNE
A Charming and Informal Corner of France
SUMMER GARDEN
RESTAURANT AVAILABLE FOR GROUP LUNCHEONS
OPEN EVERY DAY, INCLUDING SUNDAY, FROM 5 TO 9:30 P.M.
224 Newbury St. Cl 7-9126 Boston

A PURE WHITE MODERN FILTER
IS ONLY THE BEGINNING OF A WINSTON

IT'S WHAT'S UP FRONT THAT COUNTS

Winston puts its
FILTER-BLEND
up front... fine, flavorful tobaccos, specially processed for filter smoking

WINSTON TASTES GOOD LIKE A CIGARETTE SHOULD!

IT'S SMART, SENSIBLE, SPIRITED ...

YOUR NEW DIMENSION IN MOTORING

This is the ideal car for campus life and off the campus, too. Costs little
to buy, little to run. Only 14½ feet long, parks where others can't. Seats six
in comfort. Minimum overhang and virtually no "dead" weight provides
exceptional handling qualities. Choice of engines: (both require only low-cost
regular gas) "6" or "8". With 4-barrel carburetor and dual exhaust option,
the V-8 Lark really moves. Models available are 2-door, 4-door, hardtop,
station wagon. Many options, too, including reclining seats... perfect for vaca-
tion trips. See this honey of a car at your Studebaker Dealer's.